Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
7. Moses Takes Me into the Iron Core Crystal Grid
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, Please Come and sit with me this morning and share
your words of wisdom.
“Greetings my Child. It is nice to begin our meeting times again.
Take a deep Breath and hold it and as you exhale we’ll Travel and Explore
the Higher Dimensions.”
I Feel my Body fill with Bliss as Moses touches my arm to lead me
into the unknown. All my busyness seems to melt away as my Body
relaxes and I wonder what will I experience today. Moses is excited and
happy like He has a surprise for me to See this day. Maybe it’s just we’re
happy to be connecting again. I Feel an unusual stillness like nothing is
happening. We’re gliding through the air.
I Hear nothing which is different.
Moses shares that we’re in a Tube-like corridor, that is why it Feels
Different, and that we are traveling within the Earth through to the ocean
depths and into the Iron Core Crystal Grid, the Heart of Mother Earth, the
Great Creator. The Tube is a special corridor used for the protection it
provides from all the different Elements.
It opens into a Cave-like Beautiful Crystal Temple. The Walls are all
Gems and Crystals. I look in one direction and all I See is Crystal Clear
Sparkling, Sparkling, Crystalline, Crystals. I look in another direction and
all I See is Violet, Glowing, Pulsing Gems and sweet smelling mist. In
another direction are all types and sizes of Gem Stones, huge spikes
glowing in all different directions and forms. I look into a round room
that has Waterfalls, moist sweet smelling Air and Crystalline Beings. They
are gathered around a very Large, Magnificent Violet Table with Pulsing
Crystalline White flowing wisdom, flowing through the table in a circle.
I am introduced as the “Lady of Light” by Moses, but I Know we have
all met before though I do not remember anyone, I just know them. I am

invited to sit at the table and place my hands into the Liquid Crystalline
flowing Wisdom that moves through the table.
I am told, this will provide an immediate connection with the
Wisdom to be Downloaded Directly from the Iron Core Crystal Grid into
my Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head.
The liquid Crystalline Wisdom is Warm and Silky Feeling and I can
Feel it filling my Body.
I am told, Very, Very few Humans have had this Experience to
Receive this Wisdom or even know about this room.
The Crystal Beings are about eight feet tall, thin and Pure Love and
Light that Sparkles from their Entire Being.
They share that, “On the New Earth Everything will be different. In
the near future there will be No more Warring, Fighting, Sickness,
Negativity, Pollution, Toxic Waste, Killing, Greed, Woundedness,
Hostages, or Revenge, for there will be only Peace, Love and Harmony
that will fill your Knowingness.”
“Humanity will fall in Love with each other and Sincerely want the
Highest Good for All. If one person needs Something and Someone has
ample they will Willingly share what they have with whoever needs it.
The thought of Limitation will be No More. All will remember that we are
All really One and All will Remember they are the God of their Being.”
“This will Not Happen Over Night but the Foundation for that to be
re-Established again on the Planet Earth is within the Beautiful Liquid
Crystalline Wisdom you are Downloading by placing your Hands within
the Crystalline Wisdom. That will Download the Wisdom into your Crystal
Bed in the Back of your Head where you will Download it. As the Light
Language converts to the ‘English Language’ you will be able to share it
with Others. Always keep in Mind Humanity Does Not take to change real
quickly, so it will take as long as it takes. Because you have been given
your own Free Will, therefore you can hold onto the Old Belief Systems as
long as you choose, but in time All will See and Feel the Spark of Love that
they are and slowly open to Receive and Know that they too are Love.
The Love of the Great Creator and all need for Negativity will Vanish and
Peace, Love and Harmony will Be Lived on Planet Earth for a long while,

until the Earth School of Learning Opens again to Provide Soul Growth
and more Evolution for One and All.”
“The side effect you will have from saying you would participate and
put your hands within the ‘Heart Stream’ of the Divine Mother, you will
begin to notice right away. They are all side effects you will welcome
with Open Arms and Heart, for you will receive the Health you have been
Seeking and the Power to Share that Healing by your Touch. Your
observation of the other people, places and things will be given a Loving,
Positive View Point allowing you to Share a Higher way of thinking with
others. Your words will become Seeds of Wisdom you plant whenever
you speak.”
“The deep, deep Love that you become will bring Tears of Joy to
those you meet. So Know when people Cry when they Seek you out for
advise, it is from Love that the Tears flow for it is the Pure Love of the
Divine that they will Receive. This will also bring Tears of understanding
Not only to you but others.”
“Worry Not when or how this will happen in your life. Just go with
the flow and Open your Heart to be in Service to the Divine. You have
been Preparing for many Lifetimes to be able to bring this Pure Love
through your Spiritual, Emotional, Mental, Physical, Ego and Soul. You
are Ready and the Time Is Now!”
“Later in Time, as Humanity begins to Awaken and more are Ready
for the Next Step you will be Invited to visit again for more Gifts of
Wisdom that will need to be Downloaded. Go in Peace my Child and Be
the Pure Love that you are!”
Music fills the air as we are leaving the round room. I am holding
onto Moses while He holds my arm. I Feel like I am floating. Moses tells
me to “Worry Not, to close my Eyes, and again He will lead me home
Safely.”
It seems a while before I wake up in my chair but I am filled to
overflowing with Pure Love and Joy. Moses has been waiting for me to
Awaken and He says, “I will see you tomorrow, Peace Be With You.”
“I am Moses.”
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